
Travelling with Autism





Looking differently at accessibility

The DLR  is supposed to be the most accessible network but out of 45 stations I can only 
use 3.

There are 270 Tube stations but only 81 of these are accessible. Out of those I am only 
able to use 11.

Crossrail will have 41 stations. I still don’t know how many I will be able to use if any.



Barriers to Travel



Barriers to Travel

Stairs, lifts, escalators and gaps are all obvious barriers to travel but sometimes the 
unknown is the biggest barrier. 

The transport network can be very unpredictable, trains and buses don’t always turn up 
on time.

Not knowing what a station looks like or where a Bus goes can be very scary.

If the bus is diverted and you don’t know the destination.



Sensory Issues



Sensory Issues

Noise from the trains, announcements, crowds, staff radios

Lighting can vary in different areas such as tunnels and platforms

Fast and sudden movements

Smells from food and other people

Patterns and art on surfaces



Communication Barriers

Staff talking to each other so you don’t know when 
to interrupt.

Announcements could be too long or too loud or 
quiet.

Signs can be confusing, not in the correct place or 
not clear. 



Dogs must be carried has the same weight in meaning as tickets must be 
shown.



Unclear communication



How can I get help?

 



How can I get help?

You can use Turn Up and Go  this is when you approach staff and ask for assistance.

You can book assistance up to 6 hours in advance with some rail companies.

This is normally called travel assist or pre booked assistance.

If you need help while travelling you can press the information button on the help point 
on rail stations, Tube  and  Overground or Alarm point on the DLR



How to find staff at stations

On the Tube, TfL Rail and London Overground, station staff are encouraged to offer help to anyone who looks as though they might 

need assistance. If you can't immediately see a staff member, they can usually be found in the ticket hall or gateline, or on platforms 

at busier times. They are well trained and will do their best to help you.

Help points can be found throughout the network. You can use them to contact staff for information and assistance or in an 

emergency. Many have induction loops to work with hearing aids.

On the DLR and trams, most stops and stations are unstaffed, but you can find a staff member on the train or tram. Staff are easy to 

find at the coach station, Emirates Air Line terminals and on piers and boats. It is harder to find staff at Bus stations



Buses
All bus drivers are trained to help customers who need extra assistance.

Pull into the kerb to reduce the gap

Lower the bus to reduce the step up

Deploy the wheelchair ramp if needed

Require customers to make space for wheelchair users unless it’s unreasonable to do so

Waited until you are seated or holding on before pulling away



Tips for travelling



Tips
Visit a station or destination a couple of times before you need to use it. Or look at 
photos and pictures of the layout.

TfL have a mentor service that can help anxious passengers.

Use a social story that describes what will happen on the journey.

Use Travel assist or Turn Up and Go.

Take each journey in stages and try and have alternatives in case one stage fails.

Use a transport app to plan your journey and confirm it on a second one. TfL always 
tells passengers to check before they travel in case something changes.



Tips

Use one of the travel assistance cards, Autism awareness cards or lanyards if you find 
communication difficult.

Use headphones and or a hat to block out sensory stimuli.

Staff are normally found on gatelines but if you cannot find staff use a helpoint or Alarm 
point on the DLR to contact them via the information button.

Try and keep all travel documents together.

If you are struggling try and find a quiet spot to wait and calm down before continuing 
with the journey.



Assistance Cards



Thoughtistic@gmail.com


